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Abstract  

Problem:  Accidental falls are a leading cause of injury and death in older adults, leading to loss 

of function and increased healthcare costs. Falls are also commonly reported sentinel events in 

hospitals. A community hospital identified falls as an organizational priority with 73 inpatient 

falls last year. Expert guidelines recommend multifactorial fall risk assessment modalities, 

including screening for medications that increase risk of falling in older adults and deprescribing 

or adjusting inappropriate medications, however, the institution has no such process in place.  

Purpose: The purpose of this quality improvement (QI) project was to implement an 

interdisciplinary process for screening older adults’ prescriptions for medications that increase 

risk of falling and mitigate unnecessary high-risk medication use.  

Methods: Between September and December 2021, the Screening Tool for Older Persons’ 

Prescriptions (STOPP) Tool was utilized for daily medication screening on patients aged 65 and 

older during interdisciplinary rounds on the 12-bed Intensive Care Center (ICC). STOPP is a 

Delphi-validated tool to screen for potentially inappropriate prescriptions (PIPs) in adults aged 

65 and older, with demonstrated efficacy in reducing PIPs and adverse drug reactions (ADRs). 

Registered nurses (RNs), pharmacists, and intensivists received education on the standard of 

care, and the screening process prior to implementation. Daily screening and deprescribing were 

measured through weekly chart audits. Data were analyzed utilizing Microsoft Excel. 

Descriptive statistics were calculated to evaluate goal attainment for the process measure 

(medication screening) and outcomes (deprescribing).  

Results:  One hundred percent of intensive care providers (n=7), 66% of ICC RNs (n=19) and 

60% of pharmacists (n=3) received a review of the medication screening process and STOPP 

tool.  Sixty-six percent of RNs (n=19) completed education through Nurses Improving Care for 
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Healthsystem Elders (NICHE) on the role of nurses in deprescribing. Seventy-four patients were 

eligible for screening with 167 daily screening opportunities, with median weekly screening 

compliance of 54%. High-risk medications identified through screening had a median weekly 

deprescribing rate of 20%. There were two falls in the implementation period.  

Conclusions: Interdisciplinary medication screening is a feasible adjunct fall prevention 

measure. Ongoing outcome measurement is necessary.  
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Implementation of Screening for High Fall Risk Medications in Hospitalized Older Adults  

 

A fall is an unintentional descent to the floor or other lower surface and is a leading cause 

of accidental injury and death in adults older than age 65 (Hart et al., 2020). An estimated 70,000 

to 100,000 patients fall in hospitals in the United States each year, and more than one third of 

hospital falls result in injury (AHRQ, 2019). A community hospital identified falls as a quality 

improvement (QI) priority after 73 inpatient falls last fiscal year (2.99 falls per 1000 patient 

days). This exceeds the institution’s internal benchmark of less than 1.5 falls per 1000 patient 

days. Medications were identified in incident reports as contributing to falls. Patients who 

receive medications that affect the central nervous system (CNS) are estimated to be 10 times 

more likely to sustain a fall in the hospital (Costa-Dias et al., 2014). Other drugs that may 

increase fall risk include vasodilating medications, benzodiazepines, and anti-psychotics (Callis, 

2016; O’Mahony et al., 2015). The institution’s practice guideline recommends screening older 

patients’ medications for fall risk increasing drugs (FRIDS). However, the organization’s fall 

risk assessment score does not assess medication use, and there is no alternate process for 

assessing prescriptions for FRIDs (Figures 1 and 2). In QI related to FRID reduction, a 

vulnerable patient population at high risk for not receiving the intervention are patients with 

dementia or delirium, for whom many providers and nurses perceive sedative and anti-psychotic 

medications as a standard of care for behavior management. However, this is not evidence-based 

and may in fact increase symptoms and risk for falling (Alagriakrishnan & Wiens, 2004; 

American Geriatrics Society, 2019). Noting the gap between the institution’s guideline and 

current practice, the purpose of this project was to implement interdisciplinary screening of older 

adults’ medications in the unit using a validated tool, to mitigate the use of inappropriate 

medications and to measure associated fall rates.  
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Evidence Review 

A review and synthesis of the literature was conducted to discern causative factors for 

falls in older adults and possible interventions. A comprehensive evidence review table and 

literature synthesis table are shown as Tables A1 and A2. Callis (2016) identified a statistically 

significant relation between patient falls and polypharmacy, medications affecting the CNS, and 

hypnotics. Callis also noted that many fall risk assessment scores fail to capture comprehensive, 

multifactorial risks for falling, such as medication use. This is supported by studies identifying 

the prevalence of FRIDs and polypharmacy in older adults. A longitudinal examination of older 

hospitalized Dutch patients’ medications showed that most older patients admitted to the hospital 

were prescribed PIPs and recommended further study on the efficacy of deprescribing 

interventions (Damoiseaux-Volman et al, 2021). A prospective cohort study by Marvin et al. 

(2017) demonstrated the prevalence of polypharmacy (62%) and falls risk medications (65%) in 

older patients admitted to the hospital for observation following a fall. In this study, a medication 

review by a pharmacist led to a significant reduction in the number of FRIDs (Marvin et al., 

2017). Expert consensus from the Centers for Disease Control and the American Geriatrics 

Society also recommends medication assessment as part of multifactorial fall prevention (CDC, 

2017; American Geriatrics Society, 2011). The Beers Criteria (American Geriatrics Society, 

2019) are a commonly identified tool for evaluating the appropriateness of medications for older 

adults. However, the Beers Criteria’s focus on specific medications versus drug classes limits 

international applicability. Furthermore, the Beers Criteria may identify PIPs in older adults, but 

there were no randomized controlled trials validating efficacy in reducing ADRs such as falls. 

The Delphi-validated STOPP tool (Text B1and B2) by O’Mahony et al. (2015) was consistently 

identified in the evidence as a tool for identifying and deprescribing PIPs, including 
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“medications that predictably increase risk of falls in older adults” (Marvin et al., 2017; 

Franenthal et al., 2014; O’Conor et al., 2016). Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) (level II B 

evidence) from Frankenthal et al. (2014) and O’Connor et al. (2016) demonstrated deprescribing 

efficacy in fall reduction in long-term care and acute care settings, while a quasi-experimental 

(level III B evidence) study from Twigg et al. (2015) showed good effect in fall reduction in 

outpatient settings. The RCTs had strong experimental designs but did not provide statistical 

power analyses for sample sizes, making it less conclusive whether the changes in fall reduction 

were clinically significant. Kua et al. (2021) conducted a more recent RCT (level II B evidence) 

that did not detect a decrease in fall rates, though this may have been due to the stepped-wedge 

design of the study, which was required to meet national residential care standards. However, the 

study detected statistically significant reductions in fall risk and in all-cause mortality. These 

trials highlighted collaboration with pharmacists and the interdisciplinary nature of 

deprescribing. The trials generally excluded patients receiving palliative or end of life care. The 

body of evidence would be strengthened through systematic review (level I studies), and more 

robust level II studies with larger sample sizes in inpatient settings with power analyses to justify 

clinical significance of findings. However, the studies were graded as “B” level evidence due to 

the presence of control conditions and conclusive results grounded in and consistent with the 

current body of evidence (Melnyk & Fineout-Overholt, 2015). The literature review and 

evidence synthesis therefore identified the STOPP criteria as a relevant and feasible screening 

tool to inform screening and deprescribing of FRIDS in inpatient settings, with tangible clinical 

outcomes for older adults.  
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Theoretical Frameworks  

Theoretical and QI frameworks were utilized to understand the practice problem and 

actualize the intervention. Flood’s (2005) theory of successful aging (Figure 3) defined aging as 

an adaptive process dependent on the progression of coping within three domains: functional 

performance mechanisms, intrapsychic factors, and spirituality. High-fall risk medications may 

alter the older patient’s gait, cause dizziness, confusion, sedation, or orthostasis, increasing risk 

of falling and undermining the patient’s cognitive and physical ability to engage in activities that 

promote health and “successful” aging. Deprescribing FRIDs facilitated adaptation within the 

domain of functional performance mechanisms by allowing engagement in promotion of 

physical health, and optimization of mobility. The practice change was actualized through a QI 

framework by Helfrich et al. (2007) (Figure 4), which posited that successful implementation is a 

product of management support, resource availability, and implementation “climate.” Climate is 

a shared perception of the priority of an innovation, and the theory of successful aging was used 

to leverage the perception that the innovation is a priority. The implementation aligned with the 

institution’s values as a high reliability organization (HRO) and mission to deliver safe, 

evidence-based care and should subsequently be perceived as an organizational priority. The 

practice change was facilitated by tailored implementation techniques. Change tactics were 

adapted throughout the implementation to match unit context as the Delta variant of COVID-19 

stretched the organization’s resources and care structures. A critical part of the implementation 

was collecting data on fidelity to the innovation, providing feedback, and disseminating data on 

the effectiveness of the practice change to demonstrate the consistency and quality of the 

innovation. Management support was gained by including unit management and nursing 

administration in the planning phase. Helfrich et al. (2007) provided a framework for the 
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implementation design with regards to organizational climate and support, resources, and 

consistent high-quality application of the innovation.  

Methods  

The implementation occurred over a 15-week period between September and December 

2021 in the 12-bed Intensive Care Center of a rural, community hospital and consisted of daily 

screening of patient’s prescriptions for high-risk medications during interdisciplinary care rounds 

utilizing the STOPP tool. Prior to implementation, RN staff, unit pharmacists and providers 

completed a review of the screening process and tool. Registered nurses were assigned a NICHE 

webinar on deprescribing championship; they were also asked to review NICHE content on 

delirium due to the link between PIPs and fluctuating mentation in older adults. During the 

implementation, patients older than age 65 admitted to the unit were eligible for daily medication 

screening for high-fall risk medications. End-of-life patients with Do Not Resuscitate-B (DNR-

B) or comfort care orders were excluded.  

Screening was integrated into daily interdisciplinary care rounds with the primary RN, 

charge RN, medical doctor, pharmacist, respiratory therapist, rehabilitation staff, and dietician in 

attendance. During rounds, the charge RN utilized the STOPP tool as a reference to facilitate a 

collaborative conversation about PIPs. The pharmacist and physician verified that all 

medications had an appropriate indication and discontinued unnecessary medications that might 

increase fall risk. The primary RN was responsible for documenting the deprescribing 

conversation in the fall risk assessment flowsheet, as well as any outcomes or de-escalation of 

prescriptions secondary to the screening process. A job aid was created to facilitate deprescribing 

conversations and provide a reference for the screening process and documentation (Text B2). 

Data collection processes and tools were designed to maintain patient confidentiality and privacy 
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through deidentification. Screening and deprescribing rates were monitored through an 

implementation data audit sheet and associated code key to ensure confidentiality; staff 

education was also tracked through an audit sheet (Tables C1 through C3). Data collection tools 

were kept in a locked office, accessible only by the project leader. As a QI project occurring 

within the standard of care, the university Human Research Protections Office (HRPO) and the 

organization’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) waived a complete review and designated the 

project as non-human subjects research (NHSR).  

Structure measures assessed included education of staff RNs, providers, and pharmacists 

on the screening process and STOPP Tool. Nurses were also assigned a webinar through NICHE 

on the nurse’s role in deprescribing as well as content on evidence-based delirium prevention 

techniques, given that delirium is a frequent rationale for prescribing FRIDS in intensive care 

settings. Data for the structure measure of RN, provider, and pharmacist review of the screening 

process and STOPP tool were collected on a weekly basis before and during the implementation.  

Daily evaluation data for the process measure (medication screening) and patient 

outcomes (deprescribing, falls) were collected for each day of hospitalization through chart 

audits conducted on a weekly or biweekly basis. Implementation fidelity to the screening process 

was measured as a weekly frequency and monitored through weekly run charts (Figure 5). If 

documentation was not completed regarding screening conversations, individual verbal and 

written feedback was provided to RNs. Throughout the implementation period, a bulletin board 

in the back of the unit was updated with run charts for results of structure and process goals to 

disseminate progress with quality and consistency of the innovation in a transparent manner 

(Figure 6). The expected outcome of the deprescribing process was for the unit to have zero falls 

during the implementation period; falls outcome information was also displayed on the project 
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bulletin board when available. Edible staff incentives (Figure 7) were provided throughout the 

implementation period to gain attention and traction for the project. Implementation strategies 

were adjusted throughout the implementation period to adapt to organizational climate and 

alleviate barriers to consistent practice change.  

Results 

For the staff education structure goals, 100% (n=7) of providers and full-time equivalent 

unit pharmacists completed a review of the process change. This represented 60% (n=3) of all 

pharmacists, such as per diem staff, who may attend ICC rounds. Sixty-six percent of RNs 

(n=19) participated in a webinar from NICHE on the nursing role in deprescribing; 66% (n=19) 

of RNs also completed a review of the medication screening process and STOPP tool. 

Achievement for structure measures was influenced by turnover of nursing staff and attrition of 

night shift change champions prior to the education phase. A clear difference between shifts was 

noted for education completion: 94% (n=16) of dayshift RNs completed the required NICHE 

education as compared with 27% (n=3) of nightshift RNs. 

 For the process goal of medication screening, 74 patients were eligible for screening 

with 167 daily screening opportunities. The mean age of screened patients was 74.2, with 72% 

(n=49) of these patients being classified as high fall risk according to their Morse Fall Risk 

score. Morse Fall Risk Score information was missing for 6 patients. Median weekly compliance 

with the recommended daily STOPP screening process was 54%. Implementation fidelity was 

influenced by contextual factors such as high census and patient acuity during the COVID-19 

pandemic, inconsistent staffing, and missing data and documentation. For example, six patients 

were missing Morse Fall Risk documentation completely, or the RN did not document 

information needed to collect complete data on process measures. This made measurement of the 
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true prevalence of PIP use difficult, however, chart reviews during data collection identified that 

over half of patients were prescribed PIPs. The median weekly deprescribing rate was 20% 

(n=18) (Figure 8). 

 Reduction of PIPs was facilitated through buy-in from providers who were receptive to 

collaborative medication reconciliation and deprescribing. Implementation tactics were adjusted 

weekly as needed to mitigate identified barriers. For example, after week 2, a change champion 

began rounding on the unit every morning prior to ICC rounds to remind the charge RN about 

the screening process. In weeks 6 and 7, the implementation strategy was adjusted to include text 

message reminders to charge RNs to facilitate medication screening conversations, and 

increasing compliance with the screening was identified, with 100% compliance in week 7.  

There were 2 patient falls during the implementation period, both in patients under the 

age of 65. One of these patients had recently received high fall risk medications. This generated a 

secondary question of whether there is benefit for this implementation in hospitalized adults of 

all ages. The project also had the unexpected benefit of increasing an awareness of the effects of 

medications on other hospital acquired syndromes affecting older adult patients. For example, 

the screening process fostered discussions on nonpharmacologic delirium prevention as many 

PIPs are written to manage symptoms of delirium. This project also prompted thoughtful 

multidisciplinary prescribing conversations related to vasodilating medications, diuretics, and 

maintaining mobility and function while in the hospital.  

Discussion 

There were opportunities for improvement related to practice change, but providers and 

staffs appeared to be receptive to medication concerns and prevention of other hospital acquired 

geriatric syndromes. Unexpected benefits to implementation were that the project generated 
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ongoing practice questions and opportunities to improve care for hospitalized older adults.  The 

process goal for all patients aged 65 and older (excluding hospice and comfort care patients) to 

receive daily medication screening was met 54% of the time, with 91 screenings completed per 

the recommended process change.  Fidelity to the screening process was tempered by high 

patient census and acuity with extended nurse-to-patient ratios during the COVID-19 pandemic 

while the Delta variant was most prevalent in the region. Additionally, the patient population on 

the unit during this time frame was younger than expected from baseline estimates for the 

expected numbers of patients to be served during implementation.  Some staff noted that the 

inconsistency of eligible patients made it difficult to formalize the intervention. Universal 

screening was considered based on the inconsistency of eligible patients.  One fall in an adult 

under the age of 65 who was receiving FRIDs offered an opportunity for ongoing QI related to 

falls and will require additional clinical inquiry for evidence-based practice recommendations. 

Ongoing measurement of the implementation structure and process goals during periods of 

standard acuity and patient ratios and on a unit with a more consistent older adult population 

would foster a stronger analysis of benefits and outcomes of medication screening. This project 

is currently being adapted for implementation on a medical-surgical NICHE certified unit.  

For the older adult population screened, 20% of medication screenings (n=18) led to 

deprescribing. More details on the nuances of prescribing would be valuable to quantify the 

practice problem and for targeting further QI initiatives to improve delirium screening and 

progressive mobility. The data collection forms for this project could be improved by including a 

section for free text documentation, which would better capture the nuances of clinical 

judgement for prescribing. Changes to the data collection tools for this purpose or to incorporate 
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screening for other conditions will require resubmission to HRPO and IRB to verify appropriate 

confidentiality measures.  

There was incomplete capture of information needed to fully quantify application of the 

STOPP tool and deprescribing rate. This included missing daily Morse Fall Risk scoring in total, 

or incomplete usage of phrases as recommended in the job aid to facilitate accurate data 

collection. Attempts were made to address this limitation by frequent documentation feedback to 

RNs on the accuracy of charting. There was no formal contingency strategy for incomplete 

documentation to quantify the prevalence of PIP use and outcomes of screening other than 

providing feedback to individual staff. To make this practice change sustainable, improved 

documentation processes are necessary and will require collaboration with the hospital system’s 

falls steering committee and informatics team. An alternate strategy for sustainable 

documentation would be to place the onus of documentation for appropriateness of medications 

in older adults and screening on the provider or on the unit pharmacist, after an interdisciplinary 

assessment. Recommendations for improvement and sustainability were disseminated to the 

institution. The outcomes seen in the ICC may not be generalizable to other inpatient units and 

screening and documentation processes may require further adaptation to the local context of 

other units. The use of change champions across shifts was also underscored for effective staff 

education and sustainable execution of medication screening. While documentation of the 

practice change had opportunities for improved completeness and precision, the evaluation 

results align with prior research evidence that polypharmacy and PIP use are common 

occurrences in hospitalized older adults (Marvin et al., 2017). This highlights the value of 

ongoing QI related to FRID use.  The unexpected emphasis on related hospital acquired geriatric 

syndromes such as delirium and functional decline increased staff awareness and institutional 
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receptiveness for sustainability and expansion of QI efforts for the population of older adults 

with multiple chronic conditions.  

Conclusion  

Polypharmacy and use of high-risk medications was common in hospitalized older adults. 

Adherence to best practice for interdisciplinary medication assessment and deprescribing was 

achieved over half of the time and tempered by organizational and environmental factors during 

the COVID-19 pandemic. However, implementation of this project highlighted the complexity of 

prescribing medications for hospitalized older adults. The project presented opportunities for 

improved prescribing, fall risk assessment, documentation, and prevention of associated hospital 

acquired geriatric syndromes such as delirium. Subsequent implementation of screening for high 

fall risk medications is underway on the hospital’s NICHE certified unit. The presence of two 

falls during the implementation period in younger adults with one being related to medications 

yields additional clinical questions about high fall risk medications among all hospitalized adults 

on this unit. Ongoing measurement of process and outcome achievement for screening for high 

fall risk medications in hospitalized older adults is needed, forming the foundation for iterative 

QI related to falls and hospital acquired geriatric syndromes.   
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Figures 

Figure 1  

Flowchart of Pre-Implementation Fall Risk Assessment Process 

 

Note. Fall risk assessment is completed by the RN assigned to the patient once a shift utilizing 

the Morse Fall Risk Scale, which examines history of prior falls, use of ambulation aids, mental 

status, presence of intravenous lines or secondary diagnoses, and age. From: J.M., Morse, R.M., 

& Tylko, S.J. (1989) Development of a scale to identify the fall-prone patient. Canadian Journal 

of Aging 8, 366-367.  
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Figure 2  

Flowchart of Updated Fall Risk Assessment Process with Medication Screening  
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Figure 3 

Flood’s Theory of Successful Aging (2005) 

 

Note: From Flood, M. (2005). A mid-range nursing theory of successful aging. Journal of 

Theory Construction and Testing, (9)2, 35-39. 

https://www.proquest.com/openview/56819f80f72f38becd4c9931e653bfd1/1?pq-

origsite=gscholar&cbl=11511.  

 

 

 

https://www.proquest.com/openview/56819f80f72f38becd4c9931e653bfd1/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=11511
https://www.proquest.com/openview/56819f80f72f38becd4c9931e653bfd1/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=11511
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Figure 4 

Conceptual Framework of Complex Innovation Implementation  

 

Note: From Helfrich, C.D., Weiner, B.J., McKinney, M.M. & Minasian. L. (2007).  

Determinants of implementation effectiveness adapting a framework for complex innovations. 

Medical Care Research and Review, 64(3), 279-303. https://doi.org/10.1177/1077558707299887 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://doi.org/10.1177/1077558707299887
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Figure 5 

Process Measures: Fidelity to Daily Medication Screening with STOPP Tool 
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Figure 6 

Implementation Bulletin Board  
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Figure 7 

  

Custom Polypharmacy Cookies  

 
 

Note: Custom polypharmacy cookies from Cookies by Tonia 

(https://www.facebook.com/cookiesbytonia).  
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Figure 8 

 

Percent of Medication Screenings Leading to Deprescribing  
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Appendix A  

Table A1 

Evidence Review Table for Pharmacologic Assessment and Intervention to Reduce Falls  

Callis, N. (2016). Falls prevention: Identification of predictive fall risk factors. Applied Nursing Research, 29, 53-58. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.apnr.2015.05.007  

Level V  

Purpose/Hypothesis Design Sample Intervention Outcomes Results 

“This study aims to 

provide a detailed review 

of the literature to 

identify and synthesize 

research evidence on risk 

factors that may 

contribute to patient falls 

in the adult inpatient 

hospital setting that are 

not captured by current 

fall risk assessment 

tools.” 

A systematic literature 

search of CINAHL, 

MEDLINE, Cochrane 

Library with the terms 

“inpatient,” “falls,” “risk 

factors,” “fall 

prevention,” and 

“accidental falls”   

Inclusion criteria: 

Published within last 5 

years (2009-2014), 

English language, 

descriptive of 1 or more 

fall risk factor, adult 

patient population (18 

and older), detailed 

description of qualitative 

or quantitative study 

design  

 

Exclusion criteria: 

duplicate reports for 

same cohort of subjects 

or studies  

 

Eligible: n=8  

Excluded: n=165  

 

 

N/A  Statistically significant 

risk factors for falls   

Medications that 

are known to 

significantly affect 

the CNS 

(benzodiazepines, 

opiates, 

antipsychotics, 

antiepileptics) 

were identified as 

predictive fall risk 

factors.  

Cardiac 

medications and 

those medications 

known to cause 

orthostatic 

hypotension and 

dizziness/vertigo 

were identified as 

predictive fall risk 

factors. Altered 

elimination and 

incontinence and 

medications that 

increase frequency 

in elimination 

were identified as 

predictive fall risk 

factors.  

 

http://dx.org/10.1016/j.apnr.2015.05.007
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Patients with 

polypharmacy had 

an increased risk 

of falling in an 

inpatient setting.  

Marvin, V., Ward, E., Poots, A.J., Heard, K., Rajagopalan, A. & Jubraj, B. (2017). Describing medicines in the acute setting to reduce the 

risk of falls. European Journal of Hospital Pharmacy, 24. 10-15. https://doi.org/10.1136/ejhpharm-2016-001003.  

Level IV  

Purpose/Hypothesis Design Sample Intervention Outcomes Results 

“This study’s aim was to 

quantify the problem 

[polypharmacy] and find 

out if medication review 

in the hospital setting led 

to deprescribing of 

medicines associated 

with fall risk.”  

Cohort study  Inclusion criteria: 

Patients 70 years and 

older admitted to Chelsea 

and Westminster 

Hospital for falls during 

the study period  

 

 

Exclusion criteria: 

Absent medication 

documentation  

 

Eligible: n=100 

 

 

Comprehensive 

medication review and 

intervention by 

pharmacist  

Presence of 

polypharmacy (percent 

patients prescribed 6 or 

more medications)  

 

 

 

Presence of falls-risk 

medicines (adapted from 

O’Mahony et al, 2015)  

 

 

 

Medicine review, 

deprescribing, reduction 

in falls risk medications  

Mean number of 

medications on 

admission was 

6.8/patient, 62% of 

patients had 

polypharmacy  

 

65% of patients 

had one or more 

falls risk 

medications  

 

 

86% of patients 

received 

medication review, 

and 8.5% of all 

medicines were 

deprescribed. 

Pharmacist 

involvement led to 

significant 

reduction in falls 

risk medications 

(p=0.0002)  

Frankenthal, D., Lerman, Y., Kalendaryev, E., & Lerman, Y. (2014). Intervention with the Screening Tool of Older Persons Potentially 

Inappropriate Prescriptions/Screening Tool to Alert Doctors to Right Treatment criteria in elderly residents of a chronic geriatric facility: A 

randomized clinical trial. Journal of the American Geriatrics Society, 62. 1658-1665, https://doi.org/10.1111/jgs.12993. 

Level II  

Purpose/Hypothesis Design Sample Intervention Outcomes Results 

“To assess the effect of a 

Screening Tool of Older 

Persons potentially 

Fixed stratified 

randomized control 

trial, partial blinding 

Residents of a 

chronic care 

geriatric facility 

Medication review by 

study pharmacist for 

residents in the 

Falls 

 

 

Average number 

of falls dropped 

significantly in the 

https://doi.org/10.1136/ejhpharm-2016-001003
https://doi.org/10.1111/jgs.12993
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inappropriate 

prescriptions Screening 

Tool to Alert doctors to 

Right Treatment 

(STOPP/START) 

medication intervention 

on clinical and economic 

outcomes.”  

(facility medical 

staff and physicians, 

excluding the chief 

physician)  

aged 65 or older 

stratified into 

groups based on 

their functional 

status: ADL-

dependent, ADL-

independent, and 

primarily 

cognitively 

impaired, then 

randomized into 

intervention or 

control group 

within their strata. 

End of life patients 

or patients with 

length of stay < 3 

months excluded.  

Eligible n=382 

residents  

Accepted n=359  

Intervention 

n=183  

Control n=176 

intervention group with 

recommendations to 

chief physician to 

mitigate “potentially 

inappropriate 

prescription” (PIP) use  

 

 

 

Hospitalizations & Functional 

Independence Measure (FIM)  

Quality of life as measured by the 

Medical Outcomes Study 12-item 

Short-Form Health Survey 

 

 

 

 

Cost of medications. 

intervention group 

(p = 0.006)  

 

No significant 

difference in 

hospitalizations, 

functional 

independence 

measure, or quality 

of life.  

 

 

Significant 

reduction in 

average number of 

medications in 

intervention group 

(p < 0.001)  

Kua, C., Yeo, C., Tan, P.C., Char, C.W.T., Tan, C.WY., Mak, V., Leong, I.Y., & Lee, S.W.H. (2021). Association of deprescribing with 

reduction in mortality and hospitalization: A pragmatic stepped-wedge cluster-randomized controlled trial. Journal of the American 

Medical Directors Association 22. 82-89. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jamda.2020.03.012 

Level II  

 

  

Purpose/Hypothesis Design Sample Intervention Outcomes Results 

“Deprescribing has 

gained awareness 

recently, but the clinical 

benefits observed from 

randomized trials are 

limited. The aim of this 

study was to examine the 

effectiveness of a 

pharmacist-led 5-step 

team-care deprescribing 

intervention in nursing 

“Pragmatic multicenter 

stepped-wedge cluster 

randomized controlled 

trial”  

“Residents across 4 

nursing homes in 

Singapore”  

 

Inclusion criteria:  age 65 

years and above, 

currently on 5 or more 

medications, provided 

written informed consent 

in the study (personally, 

or from next-of-kin for 

Pharmacist led 

1) Review of the 

necessity of 

medication 

using Beers and 

STOPP criteria 

to guide 

detection and 

recommendation 

of potentially 

Fall rate (number of 

residents who reported 

falls within the past 

months)  

 

Fall risk (per Fall Risk 

Assessment Tool or 

“FRAT”)  

 

 

 

No statistically 

significant 

reduction in fall 

rate  

 

Significant 

reduction in FRAT 

scores in 

intervention group 

(p=0.04)  

 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jamda.2020.03.012
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homes to reduce falls 

(fall risks and fall rates). 

Secondary aims include 

reducing mortality, 

number of hospitalized 

residents, pill burden, 

medication cost, and 

assessing the 

deprescribing acceptance 

rate”  

cognitively impaired 

residents)  

 

Exclusion criteria: life 

expectancy of 6 months 

or less or respite care. 

“Residents were 

discontinued from the 

study if they were 

admitted into hospital for 

more than 30 days, died, 

or were transferred to 

another nursing home or 

own home during the 

study duration”  

 

Control n=142 

Intervention n=153  

 

 

inappropriate 

medication use  

2) Checking for 

drug-drug/drug-

food 

interactions to 

reduce risks of 

adverse drug 

events  

3) Discussion with 

nurses on the 

feasibility of 

deprescribing 

for each 

resident, with an 

option to discuss 

prescribing with 

resident or next-

of-kin  

4) Communication 

through nurse to 

physician for 

reviewing and 

deprescribing  

5) Documentation 

for all agreed 

action plans, 

follow up as 

required for 

deprescribing  

Mortality  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hospitalizations  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pill burden (number of 

pills per day and number 

of medications)  

 

 

 

 

 

Medication cost  

 

 

 

 

Deprescribing 

associated with a 

significant 

reduction in all 

cause mortality 

rates (-2.9%, HR 

0.16 95% CI 0.07-

0.41 p < 0.001)  

 

Significant 

reduction in 

number of 

hospitalized 

residents in 

intervention phases 

(-7.3%; HR 0.16 

95% CI 0.10-0.26 

p <0.001)  

 

 

Significant 

reduction in 

number of as-

needed pills 

among residents 

less than 80 years 

old (p=0.014)  

 

Daily cost savings 

of $6.83 (US $) for 

scheduled 

medications and $ 

4.59 for as needed 

medications  

 

 

 

O’Connor, M. N., O’Sullivan, D., Gallagher, P. F., Eustace, J., Byrne, S., & O’Mahony, D. (2016). Prevention of hospital-acquired adverse 

drug Reactions in older people using Screening Tool of Older Persons’ Prescriptions and Screening Tool to Alert to Right Treatment 

Level II 
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Criteria: A cluster randomized controlled trial. Journal of the American Geriatrics Society, 64(8), 1558–1566. 

https://doi.org/10.1111/jgs.14312.  

Purpose/Hypothesis Design Sample Intervention Outcomes Results 

“To determine whether 

the use of the Screening 

Tool of Older Persons’ 

Prescriptions (STOPP) 

and Screening Tool to 

Alert Right Treatment 

(START) criteria reduces 

incident hospital-acquired 

adverse drug reactions 

(ADRs), 28-day 

medication costs, and 

median length of hospital 

stay in older patients 

admitted with acute 

illness.”  

Single-blind cluster 

randomized 

controlled trial  

Consecutively 

admitted older 

adults to tertiary 

referral hospital in 

Southern Ireland  

 

Exclusion criteria: 

age under 65, ICU 

admission, terminal 

illness/palliative 

care services, high 

likelihood of 

discharge within 48 

hours of admission  

 

Excluded n=310  

Control n = 372  

Intervention n= 

360  

Single time point 

presentation to attending 

physicians of potentially 

inappropriate 

medications according to 

the STOPP/START 

criteria. Physicians could 

choose to accept or 

reject pharmacist 

recommendations based 

on patient’s needs  

Adverse drug reactions (ADRs) 

including falls, acute kidney injury, 

electrolyte derangement, orthostatic 

hypotension, pre-syncope and 

syncope, major constipation, 

bleeding, dyspepsia, diarrhea, and 

movement disorders.  

 

 

 

Median length of stay  

 

 

 

 

28-day total medication cost  

Odds of ADR in 

the intervention 

group half of that 

of control group 

(odds ratio (OR) 

0.5, 95% 

confidence interval 

(CI) = 0.33-0.75; p 

= 0.001). 

 

 No significant 

difference in 

median length of 

stay  

 

No significant 

difference in 

extrapolated 28-

day medication 

cost 

Panel on Prevention of Falls in Older Persons, American Geriatrics Society and British Geriatrics Society. (2011). Summary of the updated 

American Geriatrics Society/British Geriatrics Society clinical practice guideline for prevention of falls in older persons. Journal of the 

American Geriatrics Society, 59. 148-157. https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1532-5415.2010.03234.x.  

Level VII 

Purpose/Hypothesis Design Sample Intervention Outcomes Results 

“This article provides 

additional discussion of 

the guideline process and 

the differences between 

the current guideline and 

the 2001 version and 

includes the guidelines’ 

recommendations, 

algorithm, and 

acknowledgements.”  

Expert 

multidisciplinary 

panel with 

knowledge in fall 

prevention and 

geriatrics conducted 

a literature search of 

meta-analyses, 

literature reviews, 

randomized control 

trials, controlled 

before-and-after 

studies, and cohort 

N/A N/A N/A Psychoactive 

medications (e.g. 

sedative hypnotics, 

anxiolytics, 

antidepressants) 

and antipsychotics 

(e.g. new 

antidepressants or 

psychotics) should 

be minimized or 

withdrawn, with 

appropriate 

https://doi.org/10.1111/jgs.14312
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1532-5415.2010.03234.x
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studies on fall 

prevention published 

between May 2001 

and April 2008. 

Evidence was graded 

using the U.S. 

Preventative 

Services Task Force 

grading system and 

recommendations 

created.  

tapering if 

indicated [B].  

 

A reduction in the 

total number of 

medications or 

dose of individual 

medications should 

be pursued. All 

medications should 

be review or 

minimized or 

withdrawn [B].  

Twigg, M. J., Wright, D., Barton, G. R., Thornley, T., & Kerr, C. (2015). The four or more medicines (FOMM) support service: Results 

from an evaluation of a new community pharmacy service aimed at over-65s. International Journal of Pharmacy Practice, 23(6), 407–414. 

https://doi.org/10.1111/ijpp.12196  

Level III  

Purpose/Hypothesis Design Sample Intervention Outcomes Results 

“To evaluate a 

community pharmacy 

service aimed at patients 

over the age of 65 years 

prescribed four or more 

medicines” 

Pre-test post-test 

quasi-experimental 

(baseline and 6 

months post 

intervention)  

Volunteer sample  

Recruited: n=620 

Completed full 

intervention: 

n=441 

Received 

medication 

review with 

STOPP/ 

START criteria: 

n=498  

Regular pharmacy 

consultations with the 

patient with education 

on fall risk, pain 

management, 

adherence, and general 

wellness, in addition to 

review of medications 

using STOPP/START 

criteria  

Number of falls  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Medication adherence via Morisky 

Measure of Adherence Scale  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quality of life via European Quality of 

Life scale (EQ-5D)  

 

 

 

 

Significant** 

decrease in falls 

from baseline 

Difference:    

-0.116 (95% CI -

0.217 to -0.014)  

 

 

Significant 

increase in 

medicine 

adherence 

 + 0.513 (95% CI 

0.337-0.689)   

 

 

Significant 

increase in quality 

of life using area 

under curve 

method.  

 

https://doi.org/10.1111/ijpp.12196
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Cost adjusted quality of life  Cost per quality-

adjusted life 

ranged from 

£11885 -£32466, 

depending on 

assumptions made.  

**Confidence 

intervals where the 

estimated mean of 

change did not 

cross zero were 

deemed 

statistically 

significant  

 

Note. Hierarchy of evidence.  

Level I: Systematic review/meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials  

Level II: Randomized controlled trials  

Level III: Non-randomized controlled trials (quasi-experimental)  

Level IV: Systematic review of qualitative studies  

Level VI: Qualitative, descriptive studies  

Level VII: Expert opinion  

From Melnyk, B.M. & Fineout-Overholt, E. (2015). Evidence-Based Practice in Nursing and Healthcare: A Guide to Best Practice 

(3rd ed.). Wolters Kluwer.  
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Appendix A 

 

Table A2 

 

Synthesis Table 

Evidence Based Practice Question (PICO):  In adults older than age 65, does adjunct assessment of patient’s medications for drugs that increase risk of falls by a 

pharmacist and interdisciplinary collaboration for de-escalation of high-risk medications (as compared with standard institutional fall risk assessment and prevention 

measures alone) decrease the rate of falls? 

Level of 

Evidence 

# of 

Studies 
Summary of Findings Overall Quality 

II 

 

3 

 

Frankenthal et al. (2014) showed in a parallel group 

randomized controlled trial that screening of resident 

medications with the STOPP/START criteria led significant 

decline in fall rate in the intervention group, as well as a 

significant decrease in cost of drugs.  

 

O’Connor et al. (2016) found in a single blind cluster 

randomized controlled trial that implementation of the 

STOPP/START criteria had a significant reduction in hospital 

acquired ADRs, including falls.  

 

 

 

Kua et al. (2021) showed in a stepped-wedge cluster 

randomized controlled trial that a pharmacist led deprescribing 

intervention utilizing the STOPP & Beers Criteria was 

associated with significant decreases in fall risk scores as 

assessed by the FRAT, and all cause mortality. There was not a 

significant reduction in falls in the intervention group. There 

was a cost savings associated with deprescribing, and the 

process frequently identified situations where drugs were 

prescribed without any documented indication.  

Frankenthal et al. (2014) evidence level B: the randomized design offers a 

large degree of control, increasing the internal validity of this study. The single 

facility study versus multiple sites limits the generalizability of the results.  

 

 

 

O’Connor et al. (2016) evidence level: B: A detailed literature review 

underscores the need for the study and describes the state of the literature. This 

is a single-blind cluster randomized controlled trial, using a cluster design to 

minimize “training effect” to avoid contamination of the control group by 

attending physicians (reasonable control). No power analysis is reported, and 

the single institution design limit the external validity of the findings. 

 

Kua et al. (2021) evidence level B.  This study is the only trial that reports a 

calculated sample size to power the study. The “stepped-wedge” design was 

required to meet a Singapore Enhanced Nursing Home Standard in which all 

residents receive a medication review within 6 months, which potentially 

limited the ability to detect significant changes in fall rate and limited the 

strength of conclusions drawn from the study. However, the randomized design, 

adequate power, and statistical analyses lend credence to the conclusions that 

collaborative deprescribing is associated with multiple positive clinical 

outcomes for older patients—further research assessing cognitive and physical 

function with fall rate in multiple settings would strengthen this body of 

knowledge.  

III 1 

Twigg et al. (2015) found in the pre-test post-test “Four or 

More Medicines Support Service” study that intervention by 

community pharmacists consisting of consultation, education, 

and medication review using the STOPP/START criteria led to 

Twigg et al (2015) evidence level B: A strong literature review informed the 

intervention, tools (STOPP/START criteria) and outcomes for study. Statistical 

tests are justified and appropriate for sample and distribution. The tools used to 

measure outcome are psychometrically validated and discussed within the 
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Note. Evidence grading scale.  

High quality (A): Consistent, generalizable results; sufficient sample size for the study design; adequate control; definitive 

conclusions; consistent recommendations based on comprehensive literature review that includes thorough reference to scientific 

evidence  

significant declines in fall rate from baseline. The intervention 

also had beneficial effects on medication adherence, quality of 

life, and cost adjusted quality of life.  

 

study. The pre-test post-test design allows for some control in a non-

experimental design. The results are consistent and reasonably conclusive.  

IV 1 

Marvin et al. (2017) undertook a prospective cohort study to 

quantify the extent of polypharmacy in patients older than 70 

admitted to the hospital after a fall. 62% of patients had 6 or 

more medications, and 65% had one or more high falls risk 

medications. Medication review by a pharmacist was 

statistically significant in reducing the number of falls risk 

medications.  

Marvin et al. (2017) evidence level B. Objective measures are reported with p 

values for reductions in polypharmacy by a pharmacist led medication review. 

A longer follow up would strengthen conclusions about clinical outcomes 

related to deprescribing. However, the study is conclusive that interdisciplinary 

medication review decreases PIP use and is applicable to the practice setting in 

the research question.  

V 1 

The systematic review from Callis (2016) synthesized 8 studies 

evaluating causative factors for falls in hospitalized adults. The 

review identified polypharmacy and medications as statistically 

significant and potentially modifiable risk factors for fall and 

noted that current fall risk assessment tools frequently fail to 

capture this information.  

This review was limited by the small number of eligible studies and lack of 

clear definitions for “fall.” More discussion about the internal validity of the 

studies included would be beneficial. However, the risk factors identified by the 

review are clearly and objectively presented with odds ratios, CI and p values to 

denote statistical significance, and clearly aggregated and analyzed to draw 

conclusions about medications that increase risk for falling.   

            VII     1 

The Panel for the Prevention of Falls in Older Persons 

(American Geriatric Society and British Geriatric Society, 

2011) updated their 2001 recommendations for fall prevention 

and included minimization of psychoactive medications and 

polypharmacy as B level recommendations for preventing falls 

in older persons. Their provider algorithm additionally prompts 

providers to consider multifactorial fall risk factors such as 

polypharmacy and postural hypotension (evaluate necessity of 

diuretic use).  

A review of this clinical practice guideline (CPG) using the AGREE Reporting 

Checklist (2016) was completed. Scope and purpose are adequately described, 

as well as target audience. Expert panel group members are named individually, 

as well as peer review institutions. The search strategy and evidence selection 

criteria are not well described, limiting the CPG’s developmental rigor. The 

grading of evidence, formulation of recommendations, consideration of benefits 

and harm and link between evidence and practice recommendations was 

disseminated in the guideline, with references to the United States Preventative 

Services Task Force. The process for updating the guideline is well described. 

The recommendations with evidence grades are made clearly, making clarity 

and succinct recommendations this guideline’s most important strength. The 

guideline offered a provider algorithm for fall prevention but did not offer 

further implementation advice (for example, overcoming cost or cultural 

barriers) or how to assess guideline compliance. This guideline makes clear and 

succinct recommendations but does not exhibit developmental rigor or offer 

implementation strategies.  
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Good quality (B): Reasonably consistent results; sufficient sample size for the study design; some control, fairly definitive 

conclusions; reasonably consistent recommendations based on fairly comprehensive literature review that includes some reference to 

scientific evidence  

 Low quality or major flaws (C): Little evidence with inconsistent results; insufficient sample size for the study design; conclusions 

cannot be drawn 

From Dang, D. & Dearholt, S. (2018). Johns Hopkins Evidence-Based Practice: Model and Guidelines (3rd ed). Sigma Theta Tau 

International.  
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Appendix B 

Text B1 

Drugs that predictably increase the risk of falls in older people. 

(Used with permission from D. O’Mahony)  

K1. Benzodiazepines (sedative, may cause reduced sensorium, impair balance). 

K1(i): Huang AR, Mallet L, Rochefort CM, Eguale T, Buckeridge DL, Tamblyn R. Medication-

related falls in the elderly: causative factors and preventive strategies. Drugs Aging 2012; 29(5): 

359-76. Review. PubMed PMID: 22550966. 

K1(ii): Woolcott JC, Richardson KJ, Wiens MO, Patel B, Marin J, Khan KM, Marra CA. Meta-

analysis of the impact of 9 medication classes on falls in elderly persons.  Arch Intern Med 2009; 

169(21): 1952-60. Review. Erratum in: Arch Intern Med 2010 Mar 8;170(5):477. PubMed 

PMID: 19933955. 

K2. Neuroleptic drugs (may cause gait dyspraxia, Parkinsonism). 

K2(i): Hill KD, Wee R. Psychotropic drug-induced falls in older people: a review of 

interventions aimed at reducing the problem.  Drugs Aging 2012; 29(1): 15-30. Review. PubMed 

PMID: 22191720. 

K2(ii): Woolcott JC, Richardson KJ, Wiens MO, Patel B, Marin J, Khan KM, Marra CA. Meta-

analysis of the impact of 9 medication classes on falls in elderly persons. Arch Intern Med 2009; 

169(21): 1952-60. Review. Erratum in: Arch Intern Med 2010; 170(5): 477. PubMed PMID: 

19933955. 

K3. Vasodilator drugs (e.g. alpha-1 receptor blockers, calcium channel blockers, long-

acting nitrates, ACE inhibitors, angiotensin I receptor blockers, diazoxide, minoxidil, 
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hydralazine) with persistent postural hypotension i.e. recurrent drop in systolic blood 

pressure ≥ 20mmHg (risk of syncope, falls). 

K3(i): Aronow WS. Treating hypertension in older adults: safety considerations. Drug Saf 2009; 

32(2): 111-8. PMID: 19236118   

K3(ii): Verhaeverbeke I, Mets T. Drug-induced orthostatic hypotension in the elderly:  avoiding 

its onset. Drug Saf 1997; 17(2): 105-18. Review. PubMed PMID: 9285201. 

K4. Hypnotic Z-drugs (e.g. zopiclone, zolpidem, zaleplon) (may cause protracted daytime 

sedation, ataxia). 

 

K4(i): Mets MA, Volkerts ER, Olivier B, Verster JC.  Effect of hypnotic drugs on body balance 

and standing steadiness. Sleep Med Rev 2010; 14(4): 259-67. PubMed PMID: 20171127. 

 

K4(ii): Shuto H, Imakyure O, Matsumoto J, Egawa T, Jiang Y, Hirakawa M, Kataoka Y, 

Yanagawa T. Medication use as a risk factor for inpatient falls in an acute care hospital: a case-

crossover study. Br J Clin Pharmacol 2010; 69(5): 535-42. PubMed PMID: 20573090. 

 

From O’Mahony, D., O’Sullivan, D., Byrne, S., O’Connor, M. N., Ryan, C., & Gallagher, P. 

(2015). STOPP/START criteria for potentially inappropriate prescribing in older people: Version 

2. Age & Ageing, 44(2), 213–218. https://doi.org/10.1093/ageing/afu145 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://doi.org/10.1093/ageing/afu145
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Appendix B 

Text B2 

 

Medication Screening Job Aid  

 

Interdisciplinary Rounds: Screening of Older Adults Medications 

for High-Fall Risk Medications 

 
• A fall is an unintentional descent to the floor or other lower surface, and a leading cause 

of unintentional injury and death in older adults (>65) (Hart et al., 2020). 

 

•  One out of five accidental falls results in serious injury such as fracture or head injury; 

falls in older adults contribute significantly to loss of function and accrue healthcare costs 

of more than $50 billion annually (CDC, 2017). 

 

• An estimated 70,000 -100,000 patients fall in hospitals each year; hospitals are not 

reimbursed for costs related to evaluating and treating falls (AHRQ, 2019). Hospital 

related costs for falls that sustained a serious injury incurred $13,806 additional costs and 

had an increased length of stay of 6.9 per 100,000 patient care days in comparison to 

those patients who did not fall (Wong et al., 2011). There were 73 inpatient falls at the 

institution last fiscal year.  

 

• The causes of falls are multifactorial and include environmental factors (personal items 

out of reach, slip and trip hazards, inability to visualize patients/hear alarms over negative 

pressure), resource factors (staffing, lack of mobility equipment, malfunctioning alarms), 

and patient factors (medications, sensory deficits, impaired physical mobility) (Callis, 

2016; Hart et al., 2020).  

 

• Medications implicated in falls include benzodiazepines, vasodilation medications, 

sedative hypnotics, diuretics, first generation antihistamines, opiates, anti-epileptics 

(Callis, 2016; Maly et al., 2019; O’Mahony et al., 2015).  

 

• The institution’s Nursing Clinical Practice Guideline for Fall Prevention recommends 

screening older patient’s medications for appropriateness as they relate to increased risk 

of fall, however, medications are not included in the Morse Fall Risk Scale and there is 

no process in place to screen for and de-escalate high fall risk medications despite 

being the standard of care.  

 

• Multiple tools exist to identify high risk medications in older adults. The Screening Tool 

for Older Persons’ Prescriptions (STOPP) Tool, validated through expert Delphi analysis, 

was chosen for screening due to research and quality improvement evidence showing 

efficacy in reducing adverse drug reactions such as falls across care settings.  

 

• The purpose of this QI project is to implement interdisciplinary screening of older 

adults’ medications in the Intensive Care Center (ICC) using the STOPP Tool, 
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mitigate the use of inappropriate medications and evaluate potential efficacy in 

reducing the fall rate in the unit.  

 

• Although this is a Doctor of Nursing Practice Project, it is also the standard of care 

and an institutional expectation that fall risk assessment include an evaluation of the 

appropriateness of patient’s medications as they pertain to fall risk.  

 

STOPP CRITERIA HIGH FALL RISK MEDICATIONS (adapted from O’Mahony et al, 

2015)  

 

Drugs that predictably increase the risk of falls in older people. 

 

Benzodiazepines (sedative, may cause reduced sensorium, impair balance). 

 

DRUGS TO LOOK FOR (“pam pams”): lorazepam, diazepam, midazolam, alprazolam, 

clonazepam, chlordiazepoxide, oxazepam 

 

Neuroleptic drugs (may cause gait dyspraxia, Parkinsonism)  

 

DRUGS TO LOOK FOR:  haloperidol, olanzapine, aripiprazole, risperidone 

 

Vasodilator drugs (e.g. alpha-1 receptor blockers, calcium channel blockers, long-acting 

nitrates, ACE inhibitors, angiotensin I receptor blockers, diazoxide, minoxidil, 

hydralazine) with persistent postural hypotension i.e. recurrent drop in systolic blood 

pressure ≥ 20mmHg (risk of syncope, falls). 

 

DRUGS TO LOOK FOR:  amlodipine, nifedipine, verapamil, diltiazem, isosorbide 

mononitrate, lisinopril, captopril, ramipril, candesartan, losartan, irbesartan, minoxidil, 

hydralazine, terazosin  

 

Hypnotics (may cause protracted daytime sedation, ataxia). 

 

DRUGS TO LOOK FOR (“Z-drugs”): zopiclone, zolpidem, zaleplon 

 

Remember, some drugs are not meant to be withdrawn suddenly. That’s why we are 

collaborating with our physician and pharmacist to have a conversation about deprescribing!  

 

PROCESS  

 

• Please complete the NICHE Webinar “Nurses as De-Prescribing Champions.”  

o Utilize Chrome for best outcome  

o https://nicheprogram.org → Knowledge Center 

o Hit reset password if needed 

o Niche Support is responsive to password resets  

 

https://nicheprogram.org/
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• Review NICHE: Clinical Improve Model Delirium for Best Practice on Delirium 

Prevention (section I)  

 

• Come to interdisciplinary care rounds prepared to talk about your patients’ medications.  

 

• While discussing medications in the context of standard report such as sedation, 

pressors, antibiotic therapy, COVID-19 treatment, VTE prophylaxis or stress ulcer 

prophylaxis, discuss potential medications that could increase risk for falls with MD 

and Pharmacist.  

 

• Example: “KK Ska (69-year-old male) here for COVID PNA is on Precedex IV at 0.1 

mcg/kg/min, Baricitinib 4 mg PO daily, Remdesivir IV day 3/5, Enoxaparin subQ 60 mg 

BID, ASA 81 mg PO daily, Furosemide 40 mg IV BID, Losartan 100 mg PO daily, 

HCTZ 25 mg PO daily, and Amlodipine 5 mg PO daily. Since initiating Lasix IV & 

Precedex, blood pressure is running 110s-120s down from 150s systolic and patient 

endorses dizziness with position changes. We are planning on progressing mobility to 

chair today, are the high fall risk medications amlodipine (CCB) and losartan (ARB) 

indicated given his blood pressure, need to mobilize and dizziness? Should he be on 

duplicate diuretics?  

 

• Example: “Cecily Parsley (85-year-old female) extubated 2 days ago after COPD 

exacerbation. Meds are albuterol 2 puffs QID, Spiriva, prednisone taper, senna BID, 

versed (benzodiazepine) 2 mg q2hr PRN for agitation (ordered while intubated).  

 

o Recommend discontinuation of PRN versed  

o Delirium prevention   

 

• Return to Morse Fall Risk Assessment/Intervention Flowsheet  

o → INTERVENTIONS  

o → COMMENTS  

▪ High fall risk drugs discussed during interdisciplinary care rounds  

1) High fall risk drugs with appropriate indication per provider  

2) High fall risk drugs adjusted/discontinued per provider  

3) Patient not receiving any high fall risk medications  
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Appendix C 

 

Table C1 

 

Page 1/2  

 

Implementation Data Audit Sheet  

 

Week 1  

Day   Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday  

Case 

Code 

Age  MFRS S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D [Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

001   S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D [Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

002   S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D [Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

003   S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D [Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

004   S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D [Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

005   S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D [Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 

S [Y/N] 

D 

[Y/N/NA] 
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Table C1 

 

Page 2/2  

 

Implementation Data Audit Sheet Key  

 

Key:  

 

Morse Fall Risk Scale (MFRS):   

Low risk (0-35) = 0 

Intermediate Risk (35-45) = 1 

High risk (>45) = 2 

 

Screened [Yes/No] 

 

De-escalation documented [Yes/No/Not Applicable]  

 

Choose not applicable for patients who did not require medication adjustments based on their screening. For patients who did not have 

a de-escalation or rationale against de-prescribing documented, choose no. For patients who screened positive who had medication 

changes made or a rationale against de-prescribing documented, choose yes.  
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Table C2 

 

Implementation Data Audit Sheet Code Key  

 

Case Code   Admission Date  Discharge Date  

001   

002   

003   

004   

005   

006   

007   

008   

009   

010   

011   

012   

013   

014   

015   

016   

017   

018   

019   

020   

021   

022   

023   

024   

025   
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Table C3 

Staff Education Audit Sheet 

 

 

Staff Name 

(This column to be 

removed by project lead 

prior to data collection)  

Staff Signature/ Date 

(This column to be 

removed by project 

manager prior to data 

collection) 

       Cut here→ 

Case Code  Date Education Completed Project Leader Initials  

  N001   

  N002   

  N003   

  N004   

  N005   

  N006   

  N007   

  N008   

  N009   

  N010   

  N011   

  N012   

  N013   

  N014   

  N015   


